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For the benefit of all of humanity
2021
Using an unsupervised OpenAI GPT-2 model called TextSynth, I generated stories starting from the
sentence: “We finally managed to send the three men (Musk, Bezos and Gates) to another planet “.
The chosen phrase refers to the space exploits of Musk, Bezos and Gates, which, although differently,
are offered as ways to save humanity.
The stories are often dreamlike and with many unexpected associations. I chose one of them, with
very psychonanalytic accents for a video composition where footage is partially overlaid with a piece
of a Blue Origin rocket launch, creating an alienating tension between the terrestrial world and the
extraterrestrial imaginary.
The work is part of the Flash fictions on alternative networks – Unthinking Photography program by
The Photographer’s Gallery – London, 2021.

We finally managed to send the three men (Musk, Bezos and Gates) to another planet with us and their children, and
to our first destination we had the lovely woman who had been helping us with everything to the point of death (the
“Mother”) who would not let us kill her child (the Earth) with our own hands. The whole thing was so ridiculous she
couldn’t look at us for one more second, and she was only looking at the three planets at once as we left her. This
went on for almost twenty years. I can’t believe she would allow that to happen, that this was the way of things, or
that this was really happening at all. For all that we had been to her, the Mother had not given a single thought to
anything we did, not once.
After a while, though, one of her sons, apparently a little older than the others, woke up and he saw that our planet
was “missing”. It had disappeared entirely. “And that’s all I had to say”. As he was saying that, a piece of tape fell off
of his lap. In the tape was a message: “Hello! I’m the Mother of the Planet, I’m looking for you! I am the Mother, I’m
looking for you!”, and that was it. The message ended, and suddenly all was quiet, so the Sitter, having seen that all
the girls on board his ship had been captured and put into a space-station, came in to see what the hell was going
on. “This”, he told his mother, and turned to the children. “This is the message you’re looking for”, the Mother said.
“We are all in trouble, what happened to the planet?” the children asked.

For the benefit of all of humanity
video and self-generated text,
Flash fictions on alternative networks - automated journey, 2021
https://vimeo.com/563559432
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They all looked around. All of them were not expecting what was coming. And suddenly, a black cloud suddenly
appeared out of nowhere. It floated close to the horizon, and suddenly the whole of the Planet, the whole Solar
System, and all of its inhabitants all started crying out “MOTHER, MOTHER, MOTHER” and “MOTHER, MOTHER,
MOTHER” and “MOTHER, MOTHER, MOTHER”, “MOTHER, MOTHER, MOTHER, MOTHER” and they all became
one and everyone, the women, the men, the apes, all the animals, the plants and the worms all started crying out
“MOTHER, MOTHER, MOTHER” and the atmosphere changed drastically and became very cold, then it became
very hot and everything became red and purple with lightning and it was so hard to breathe, but the children did not
cry, they were so strong that the world shook and people died. “Is this it, I thought this is over”, cried, the Mother.
The Children laughed.
After they went back to the Planet, they cried. They said, you are always the Mother, you were always me. You were
always my children. You were always with me all this time. We have been in this world now for 1,000 years. We
have lived in this world for 3 days all this time. And every day we are going to die, and every day you are going to
die, but we never die, we only go back to the Planet, where we are always at the same time. They were crying again
and they were saying I am so happy, that I was so happy, that it was very good, I was happy. We are so happy, we
are so happy.”
And the Children all cried. The Child cried first, but the Mother cried last. The Mother cried last, but the Children
cried first. All cried, all cried, all cried.

For the benefit of all of humanity
video and self-generated text,
Flash fictions on alternative networks - automated journey, 2021
https://vimeo.com/563559432
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Carrara White
2021
“Carrara White” is a video, made in 3d animation, on the extractivist dynamics that characterize the
area of the Carrara white marble quarries in Italy. Famous worldwide for having supplied marble to
Michelangelo and many of his followers, in the Carrara area approximatively 4 millions tons of marble
are extracted every year: more than 80% of which is powder, to provide calcium carbonate for many
industrial products. An entire ecosystem is in danger.

Carrara White
video from 3d animation, 3’09’’,2021
https://vimeo.com/645707000
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The video alternates images of the “pulverization” of the mountains, together with those of the
marine organisms that are at the origin of the marble itself, whose shells are subject to dissolve due
to the acidification of the oceans created by the large amount of carbon dioxide, poured into the air
by the same extractivist economy economy active in the destruction of the mountains in Carrara. In
the video we also see Michelangelo’s David returning to the sea, bringing back this symbol of the art
of marble, but also of that new man, white and western, ready to conquer (and destroy) the world,
where it all began.
This video supports the Athamanta group of environmental activists based in Carrara.

Carrara White
video from 3d animation, 3’09’’, 2021
https://vimeo.com/645707000
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Unbreathable. The Ethiopian series
Starting from 2013, a photo album that belonged to an uncle of the artist, a soldier in the Second
Italo-Ethiopian War (1935-1936), becomes an alchemical apparatus that generates a series of works
inspired by the toxic and asphyxiating gases used by the Italian army in the colonial war, and others
material and immaterial devices for the creation and structuring of power.
listening to EIAR loudspeakers, Addis Ababa, 1940 or I2AA
2020
This assemblage is inspired by the story of Ethiopia’s first radio station (called I2AA), which since
1936 has become a communication and propaganda center for the fascist regime in the colony: a
concentration camp of the regime will be built in a fenced area of the military command near the
station, where repression will operate during the massacre carried out by the Italians, following the
attempted assassination of Marshal Graziani in 1937.
‘listening to EIAR loudspeakers, Addis Ababa, 1940’, is the caption of a photograph that portrays a
group of Ethiopians listening to loudspeakers of the propaganda of the Italian regime. This photograph
is showed together with an SDR (software defined radio) device set to receive on the same frequency
on which the I2AA radio used to transmit (shortwave 9.65 Mhz): the device displays in real time
the spectrogram of the captured signal. A spectrogram is a graph that represents the spectrum of
frequencies of a signal as it varies with time. The search for ghosts through technical devices has a
long history: from photography onwards, traces of them can be found in light, telegraphic, telephone
and television signals, and obviously also in radio signals. This work adds to the spectra that can be
searched in the Ether, also those of the colonial history.

I2AA, or listening to EIAR loudspeakers
print on paper, wood panel, raspberry pi, sdr dongle, display 3.5”,
balun, antenna 41.7×28.6×5 cm – 2020
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I2AA, or listening to EIAR loudspeakers, installation view, Mom art space, Hamburg, 2020
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Take care of me
2019
‘Take care of me’ is an impossibile experiment intertwining the story of the training of a neural
network with that of a soldier (the uncle of the artist). The soldier’s training took place first during the
Ethiopian War and then during the Second World War, on the Eastern Front. The so called artificial
intelligence is based on neural networks algorithms that need training in order to perform their tasks.
The training dataset and other structural parts of the model are often biased toward the dominant
point of view of a male, white, heterosexual, English-speaking subject.
Overlapping and intertwining the two stories is to me a paradoxical way to explore the relationships
between the individual self and the social, political, linguistic and technological structures constraining
the horizons of meaning. The linguistic aspect of mathematical and algorithmic structures are
highlighted in the video together with their similarity with words and terms inherited by a colonialist
mindset.

Take care of me
video from python script, 9’12”,
https://vimeo.com/453160860

Take care of me
installation view
Art Pavillon Belgrad
2020
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Phosgene
2017
Phosgene is a highly toxic and poisonous chlorine compound. This gas owes its name, which literally
means “born of light”, to the role that light plays in the transformation of chloroform into phosgene. It
was one of the chemical forbidden gases used by the Italian army during the Second Italo-Ethiopian
War (1935-1936). Since my great-uncle was a soldier in that war, I dedicated a trilogy to the three
main chemical gases (arsine, hyperite and phosgene) used in that fascist and colonial war.
The work is a porous concrete sculpture, reminiscent of the shape of a grave, which houses some
circles of light that pulsate following the rhythm of the energy produced through anaerobic
respiration by bacteria living in the soil of the microbial fuel cells. The shape of the work is inspired
by a blurry photo found in a family album with images of the colonial war. In this work voids and
pores, death, personal and collective history, chemical transformations and microbial life are evoked
together.

Phosgene,
porous concrete, mud, peat
moss, polyurethane foam,
organic matter, bacteria,
chicken wire, electronic
circuits, leds, plastic pipes.

Phosgene, installation view Villa Romana Pavillon, Florence, 2017
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Yperite,
collage from archival images
2015

Yperite or mustard gas (C4H8Cl2S):
it is one of the gases most used for chemical warfare; from the yellow-brown color it disperses in
droplets: it is also known as mustard gas due to its characteristic odor. it is an extremely powerful
vesicant, possessing a marked tendency to bind to many and different organic molecules that make
up the body.
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Some electronic stuff
Since 2012 I worked with electronic materials with open source hardware and software. I developed
some self-made electronic devices, often ephemeral or unpretentious, as a personal, poetic and
political, way to deal with technology.

YPJ- Jineology
2018- 2019
YPJ-Jineology is a light installation inspired by the women revolution in Rojava, northern Syria: this
revolution seeks to establish a direct democracy based on gender equality, environmentalism and
pluralism. In this context, a “science of women and free life” called Jineology emerged: a way of
radical thinking from the women’s and not Western perspective.
The work is composed of three iron bars, on each there is a led matrix, with an ad hoc electronic
circuit and software. The colors of each led matrix are generated by a specific floral pattern of a
scarf typically worn by YPJ (women’s protection unit) fighters and revolutionaries. At the Museum of
Historia Natural of the University of Valencia, the iron bars are placed inside the Meteorite room, to
evoke the transformative power of direct democracy, ecology and feminism.
The YPJ installation was part of the “Public art / public university “ exhibition, whose focus is the
relationship of contemporary art with science, as a catalyst for a transversal knowledge in dialogue
with the technological campus of the University of Valencia.

Taffetà
2017
A neighborhood perceived as insufficiently lit by its inhabitants in Prato, Italy, is the starting point of
this project. The feeling of darkness was there associated with insecurity and crime by the residents,
who felt abandoned by the local authorities. So I started developing dresses and accessories based on
wearable technologies and I assembled and sewed those together with them in an open laboratory,
as a personal and collective answer to their feelings.
The work consists of 8 dresses with lights and sensors, and some accessories. The favorite clothes and
jewels of the eight women who took part in the process were the starting point of the collective work:
together we learned to design and sew wearable LEDs, conductive thread and flexible circuits. The
whole process was very engaging and fun.
The final works were worn by the women during the opening night of the Piazza dell’Immaginario
exhibition, for which the work was conceived.
The exhibition is part of Piazza dell’Immaginario, a multi-year project by Dryphoto Arte Contemporanea,
Prato, curated by Alba Braza, that conceives contemporary art as a way to involve people coming
from any part of the world and from any cultural social and economic background.
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YPJ-Jineology
iron bar, led matrix, electronic
circuit
2000 x 25 x 4 mm
2018-2019
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YPJ-Jineology, Installation view, Museo de Historia Natural, Meteorite Room, exhibition view,
Valencia, 2019.

YPJ-Jineology detail of the installation and an ispirational floral
scarf (courtesy YPJ). YPJ Facebook page describing the YPJJineology work.
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Taffetà
sewable conductive wire, led,
micro-controllers, el-wire, batteries,
clothes, jewels,
Piazza dell’Immaginario
Dryphoto arte contemporanea,
Prato, 2017
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Should I have described Juliette or the leaves? It was really impossible to describe both, so let
us just say that the leaves and Juliette fluttered gently in that late October afternoon.*
2017
During the event Un sentiero di segni organized by Sincresis Arte Contemporanea, I put some little
led lights on the branches of some bushes: they turn on only when two metal beads suspended by a
conductive thread touch each other because of the action of the wind. The random pulsating signal
is the effect of the wind and the random configuration and oscillation of the suspended threads.

z*) Jean Luc Godard, ‘Two or Three Things I Know about her.’

Should I have described Juliette or the leaves?,
Led lights, electric wire, conductive threads, metal beads,
self made electronic circuit
Il Terraio woods, Empoli, Florence, 2017
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9000spm
2015-2016
9000 spm (9000 stitches per minutes) is the maximum operational rate of many sergers. ‘9000 spm’
is a wearable device that makes every dress able to play the sound of the machines that produced it,
with the help of an electronic circuit sewed onto the fabric. First conceived and shown as an invisible
audio installation reproducing the sound of sewing machines and sergers (Ghost Track, 2015), as an
evocation of the the ghost work of the textile industry of my own city, it then turned into a wearable
device that reminds you of the birth of your dress at any moment. Before being implemented on
a dress (a cheap t-shirt), 9000spm was produced as a project (BAU2016) in 150 variants using the
production waste of the cutting processes from a ‘fast fashion’, which resulted in almost archetypal
shapes.

9000 stitches per minutes, wearable device, 2016
https://vimeo.com/635124551
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Chincaglierie (Trinket)
2015-2016
‘Weave along’, a participatory action by the artists Tatiana Villani, Manuela Mancioppi and Emanuela
Baldi, is the point of departure of Chincaglierie (Trinket). During several weeks the artists have woven
rags and scraps, all materials coming from local textile industries, and people were invited to take
part to the process. The three artists asked me to keep trace of the whole process of their work, so I
recorded all the sound of the making of the work. Then I created a system that transforms the audio
recordings of the participatory experience into vibrations, thanks to an ad hoc electronic circuit. Once
converted into vibrations, the sound led several vibration motors and driving several mechanical
devices to move and make noise.
This work is an attempt to keep the energy involved in the participatory process flowing, by converting
it into different forms.

Chincaglierie
golden and silver rings, guitar strings, brackets, aluminum
boards, iron, nylon and cotton threads, beads, fishing loads,
aluminum tube, 2015-2016.
Installation view at Casa Masaccio Arte Contemporanea, San
Giovanni Valdarno, Florence, 2016
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Chincaglierie
Installation view Artforms, Prato, 2015
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Palm processing
2020
This work is part of a series in progress, in which some of the basic techniques of statistical analysis and
dimensional reduction are applied to images of my own archive, to explore their functioning, potential
and limits. These analytical techniques, at the basis of machine learning, data mining and artificial
intelligence algorithms, are used everywhere (platforms, social media, search engines, marketing
advice …), in a hidden and pervasive way, and they need data and informations to feed and function.
The dynamic of extraction, in which the resources of a place or of a group are systematically subtracted
to create profit elsewhere, has also moved into the extraterritorial and immaterial world of data. And
so images and photographs, before and beyond any aesthetic or emotional content, are essentially
sources of algorithmic information.

Palm Processing, algorithmic images, color print on
Hahnemühle paper, 60x60 cm, 2019
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Fellowship
2016
In Kafka’s short story Fellowship, five people appear to enjoy being a group, but when a sixth
person hopes to join, he is refused admittance: it is a parable about the paradox of being a group, a
community, where someone is always left out.

Fellowship
A4 black and white printed paper, 6 color little
sticks, 2014-2016
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Sarajevo Walking Tours
2014
“Sarajevo Walking Tours” was a three-day guided tour to discover Sarajevo walking through Prato.
The streets of Prato, the architecture, the landscape are used to imagine Sarajevo. The two cities
were physically connected by an overlay of their respective maps.
Three different travel itineraries were covered during the three days. First the historic center, the
Latin Bridge, The National Library, the churches, the mosquees, the synagogues, simbols of a
multiconfessional city; the second day was dedicated to Marijndvor, the frontline during the siege
of the city; finally the new city center along the Milijacka river. Every day, for two hours, we walked
through one city in search of another: the National Library in a building under restoration; the National
Theatre of Sarajevo in a monumental cemetery in Prato; the Orthodox Church in a monastery; the
Jewish Museum in the courtyard of the palace which houses a choir. The places were paired according
to the established rule by placing one map on top of the other, at the same scale, so the distance we
did was the real distance between two places in Sarajevo.

Sarajevo Walking Tours
performance/guided tour
2014

